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ABSTRACT
Reflection is a core design outcome for HCI, and recent work has suggested that games are well suited for prompting and supporting reflection on a variety of matters. However, research about what sorts of reflection, if any, players experience, or what benefits they might derive from it, is scarce. We report on an interview study that explored when instances of reflection occurred, at what level players reflected on their gaming experience, as well as their reactions. Our findings revealed that many players considered reflection to be a worthwhile activity in itself, highlighting its significance for the player experience beyond moment-to-moment gameplay. However, while players engaged in reflective description and dialogic reflection, we observed little to no instances of higher-level transformative and critical reflection. We conclude with a discussion of the value and challenges inherent to evaluating reflection on games.
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INTRODUCTION
Reflection is considered a core design outcome for HCI [42] and a substantial body of research has emerged, spanning a wide variety of applications [4, 19]. Recent work suggests that digital games are particularly well suited for prompting and supporting reflection on a variety of matters [33, 37]. Games often confront players with puzzling or surprising situations, which invite them to plan, experiment and look for new solutions [24, 28, 33]. However, in spite of games’ potential as ‘reflection machines’ [33], reflection has received curiously little attention in player experience research.

Yet there is much to gain from studying reflection in this context. First, it may add to our understanding of player experience, especially with regards to how games may sustain engagement beyond the moment-to-moment experience of gameplay. Second, reflection is a crucial component of learning [7, 14, 41], where already a substantial body of work considers how games and gaming practice support learning [24, 46, 48]. Third, recent work has explored games to promote thought-provoking ‘serious experiences’ [27, 37] to raise awareness or persuade. Some have pointed towards games as a means to facilitate transformative reflection [44], which could give way to attitudinal and behavioral change [19]. A better understanding of reflection in games may thus serve to inform the design and evaluation of such serious experiences. Finally, reflection may also make for richer aesthetic gaming experiences [10], as exemplified by design approaches such as ludic engagement [23] and slow technology [25].

Nevertheless, it remains largely unclear whether and in what ways games prompt reflection, what constitutes a reflective player experience, and what benefits, if any, players derive from such experiences. To address this research gap, we interviewed 19 players about their reflective experiences and applied Fleck and Fitzpatrick’s ‘levels of reflection’ framework [19] to identify what types of reflection players reported.

The contribution of our work is three-fold: First, we provide evidence in relation to the different forms of reflection games prompt, from lower level reflection on one’s own gaming practices to planning future gameplay, or theorising about how a game was designed to make an impression on players. However, even when reflecting on how gameplay relates to ‘real life’, higher-level transformative and critical reflection appear largely absent from players’ ‘everyday’ experiences. Second, while not all players seek such reflective experiences, many consider reflection on and because of games in itself a worthwhile activity, thus extending the player experience beyond the initial instance of gameplay. Third, we showcase both the value and challenges in applying the ‘levels of reflection’ framework [19] to evaluate players’ reflective experiences. Specifically, we argue that the levels of reflection are not to be conflated with the foci or benefits of reflection, something that will be particularly important to consider in relation to the evaluation of games aimed at supporting reflection.

RELATED WORK
While a sizable body of work has emerged around the importance of reflection in the design process [3, 42], there has been
increasing focus within HCI on the reflective experiences of ‘everyday’ technology users [3, 39, 40]. Yet many questions remain on how best to facilitate reflective experiences through interaction design [3, 19, 44], which partly stems from the lack of a common understanding of what reflection in HCI entails [4, 19]. For instance, in their discussion of reflective design, Sengers et al. [42], employed the term ‘critical reflection’ to describe “bringing unconscious aspects of experience to conscious awareness” (p. 50), referring to the (usually) unconscious social and ethical values embedded in design. Similarly, Fleck and Fitzpatrick [19] link critical reflection to relating one’s experiences to wider social and ethical implications. In their framework, however, critical reflection only forms the highest and least common level of reflection. The lowest levels (i.e., ‘revisiting / non-reflective description’ and ‘reflective description’) refer to mentally revisiting one’s experiences, but with little to no consideration of alternative explanations or viewpoints. ‘Dialogic (or dialogical) reflection’ denotes both the looking for relationships between one’s knowledge and experiences, as well as the exploration of alternate hypotheses and different perspectives, which may then result in ‘transformational reflection’, that is, the altering of one’s assumptions and/or behavior. More recently, Baumer reviewed different epistemological perspectives on reflection both within and outside HCI [3], and identified three dimensions common to most of these conceptualisations: (1) ‘Breakdowns’ describe moments of surprise, uncertainty, or conflict, which can provide opportunities for (2) conscious, intentional ‘inquiry’ on one’s experiences, knowledge and assumptions, which in turn (3) may (or may not) ultimately lead to ‘transformation’, resembling Fleck and Fitzpatrick’s notion of transformative reflection [19]. However, in contrast to Fleck and Fitzpatrick’s framework, where lower levels of reflection are conceptualised as precursors to higher levels, Baumer [3] argues that while these dimensions are not independent of each other, they do not necessarily form a linear progression.

In addition to considering how to define and categorise reflection, research on reflective experiences has spanned a variety of contexts (see [4] for an overview), including diabetes management [36], social emotional learning [44], monitoring food waste [22], and reflecting within romantic relationships [50]. A growing body of research also concerns itself with the potential of playful interactions (e.g., [23, 32]) and games (e.g., [33]) to promote reflection.

**Reflection and the player experience**

While there has been a large amount of interest in designing for user reflection, the potential for games to promote reflection in *players* has only recently been explicitly considered [33, 37]. Some work has looked into how *designers*, particularly of serious games, reflect on the game design process [15, 16, 31, 34]. Flanagan and Nissenbaum [16], for instance, promote the idea of “the conscientious designer” as someone who takes an active role in shaping values embedded in their games and engages in reflective practice. However, the extent to which players experience reflection as a result of playing these games (or any others, for that matter) remains unclear.

As reflection is considered a necessary component of learning [7, 14], it has been discussed with regards to games used in formal educational contexts [12, 26, 46], where post-play debriefing sessions [11], or ‘metagaming’ support such as online forums (e.g., [1]) ensure that players can reflect on the required learning outcomes. Within research on the ways commercial games support informal learning, reflection is generally seen as part of gaming practice. Gee [24], for instance, argued that games encourage players to reflect as they form hypotheses about the game world and in terms of considering the relationship between their real world and virtual identities. Similarly, Iacovides et al. [30] note that cycles of micro involvement (instances of gameplay) and macro involvement (activities that occur around play) reinforce a player’s identity as a gamer and can potentially lead to ‘changing as a person’. Gee [24] also argued that through involvement in both gameplay and related activities (e.g. discussing games, creating game guides), players will come to think about and critique games as systems within genres, rather than simply as games that they play. However, learning is usually the main focus of such work, rather than reflection per se, and the research has often involved players who are involved in a particular community of practice. For instance, Chontanom and Nardi [9] describe the process of ‘theorycrafting’ in World of Warcraft, where players reflect on game mechanics that cannot be discovered through ordinary play, but rather through mathematical analysis and discussion on blogs. While theorycrafting is clearly an intense form of reflection, it seems less likely that all games inspire this sort of reflection or that all players engage in it.

While much of player experience research has focused on concepts such as enjoyment [38] or immersion [13], there has also been recent interest in more complex and richer forms of player experience. Marsh and Costello [37], for instance, call for more work on ‘serious experience’, which goes beyond purely positive engagement to consider thought-provoking experiences that linger with players well beyond the immediate experience and encourage reflection. Indeed, Iacovides and Cox [27] suggested a somewhat negative emotional experience within a persuasive game may have been responsible for prompting reflection on blame culture in healthcare. Another study [47] indicated that games for change were most likely to promote prosocial behavior when they also inspired a sense of appreciation – an experiential state characterized by the perception of meaning, insight and reflectiveness [2]. With regards to entertainment games, Cole et al. [10] found that professional game critics were more likely to be reflective when reviewing avant-garde (i.e., ‘arthouse’ indie games) compared to core games (i.e., AAA games). In another study, Bopp et al. [5] had players describe their “thoughts and feelings” brought about by an emotionally moving game moment and rate their experience in terms of how much contemplation it inspired. Finally, Iacovides et al. [28] examined strategies that players use to overcome breakdowns during play, and – drawing from Schön [41] – distinguished between reflection that occurs within the moment of play (reflection in-action) and reflection that occurs during a break in gameplay (reflection on-action). While these studies have provided some initial insight into how reflection may relate to the player experience of specific games, reflection was not their main focus. Thus
questions remain about the range of reflective experiences that gameplay can lead to.

Partly inspired by reflective design [42], Khaled recently outlined an agenda for reflective game design [33] arguing that there are several game design qualities that could potentially facilitate critical reflection. For instance, it is suggested that deliberately designing for player unfriendliness introduces an element of surprise and subverts players’ expectations of what constitutes a game. Similarly, ambiguity invites multiple interpretations and can push players towards reflecting on their play experiences. Lastly, if players are to reflect on how their experiences connect to the world, and to continue reflecting on this after play, these experiences must be memorable and ‘stick’ with the player in some way, similar to Marsh and Costello’s notion of ‘lingering’ [37]. Khaled also critiques dominant practices in conventional game design as running counter to or even directly undermining reflection [33]. Serious games are criticized for offering environments that are too safe and user friendly, and immersion is described as the “almost antithesis” of reflection. Khaled argues that through accepting the situations and characters depicted as ‘part of the game’, players risk not being able to relate their in-game experiences to the real world. Similarly, Slovák et al. [44] suggest that games might provide the ‘right sort of experience’ to encourage (transformative) reflection precisely because of their ability to evoke ‘real enough’ emotional experiences, but suggest that this should be ‘not too much’, to still afford exploration of alternative actions. In terms of playing games day-to-day however, it still remains unclear whether players actually experience reflection and if so, what type of reflection (e.g., dialogic, transformative etc) is involved.

In summary, while recent work has theorised about how games may be able to inspire reflection and there is some evidence to suggest that engagement in games and gameplay practice can involve reflection, there is still much to be understood about what sorts of reflection occur and how players actually experience reflection in this context. In the following sections, we present a study that focuses on exploring what constitutes a reflective player experience and what benefits, if any, players derive from such experiences.

METHOD

While measures of ‘contemplativeness’ have been used to approximate how much reflection players experience [5], the types or content of reflection cannot readily be observed or measured [3, 49]. Hence, we chose semi-structured interviews as a method that would allow us to investigate player experiences of reflection in an exploratory way.

Interviews

We conducted 19 semi-structured interviews, consisting of 9 women and 10 men (see Table 1), aged 21 to 59 (mean age = 34.42 years), of varying backgrounds, both with regards to occupation (e.g., students, engineers, sales assistants) and location (e.g., US, Germany, India). While most participants had little to no game design experience, P1 is a professional game designer and P4 is a researcher, who designs games for learning. In addition, P17 is a former professional esports player. Participants were recruited through social media, using the authors’ personal contacts, as well as referrals from other participants. The only condition for taking part was that they needed to speak fluent English. We thanked them for their participation with a $10 Amazon gift card. We intentionally recruited a mix of more regular, as well as casual players to ensure we captured a wide range of gameplay experiences. Participants’ game preferences included both indie and AAA games, and encompassed a wide range of genres. Their gaming habits varied considerably, with some playing in short daily bursts, several hours a week, or rare multi-day ‘gaming binges’ (P9, F, 35).

Interviews were conducted face-to-face or via Skype by the first author, and lasted between 25 to 60 minutes. Reflection is not a clear-cut concept [3], and we were interested in exploring the variety of reflective experiences games might afford, rather than restrict ourselves to a particular type (e.g., critical reflection, [34]) or topic. Hence, we did not provide participants with any definitions or examples. Instead, participants were first asked about their general gaming habits and preferences, before moving on to the following questions: (1) Outside of actually playing a game, are there times when a particular game or gameplay experience has been on your mind? (2) Do you ever intentionally reflect on your gaming experiences? (3) Did you ever have any thought-provoking experiences as a result of playing games? Moreover, as reflection is not an exclusively individual activity [3, 45], we also included follow-up questions about whether participants had discussed their game-related experiences or thoughts with others.

Analysis

Given the lack of empirical work investigating reflection as part of the overall player experience, we conducted a two-step qualitative analysis. After interviews were transcribed, a thematic analysis was conducted following the protocol of Braun and Clarke [8]. Accordingly, each researcher first examined the data set before developing a set of initial research codes as a group. The developing themes were discussed within the research team until a definitive set was able to account for the instances of reflection observed within the data, where the codes were compiled to form overarching descriptive themes (e.g., ‘in-game decisions and consequences’, and ‘strategy and planning’) were collapsed into ‘gameplay’. Themes related to when players reflected (i.e., in-action vs. on-action), how they felt about their reflections (i.e., enjoyment, struggling with reflection), and what the reflection was about, with the latter subdivided into 4 foci of reflection: (1) gameplay, (2) their own gaming practices, (3) game design, (4) making parallels between the game and the ‘real world’. Thereafter, two authors reviewed and revisited the transcripts with the final codes.

Next, we applied Fleck’s methodological approach to evaluate reflection on experience [17, 18]. This approach is based on Fleck and Fitzpatrick’s framework [19], which distinguishes between five levels of reflection, and has previously been applied to evaluate reflection in contexts such as teaching [17, 18] and managing food waste [22]. Every transcript was first split into topic chunks, a section of dialogue about a specific
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>English Native Speaker?</th>
<th>Game-related Profession?</th>
<th>Gaming Frequency</th>
<th>Favourite Game Genres</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Game designer</td>
<td>Once a month</td>
<td>Adventure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Several times a week</td>
<td>Strategy, MOBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Hobbyist game designer</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Strategy, RPG, MMO, Puzzle, MOBA, Fighting, Adventure, Visual Novel, Card games, Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Games researcher</td>
<td>Once a month</td>
<td>Strategy, RPG, Puzzle, Fighting, Adventure, Racing, Sandbox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Several times a week</td>
<td>RPG, MMO, FPS, Adventure, Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Several times a month</td>
<td>Strategy, Simulation, Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Games researcher</td>
<td>Several times a month</td>
<td>RPG, MMO, Adventure, Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Arcade/Platformer, Strategy, Simulation, RPG, MMO, Puzzle, Fighting, Adventure, Card games, Action, Casual games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Once every 3 month</td>
<td>Arcade/Platformer, Puzzle, Adventure, Mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Several times a week</td>
<td>Arcade/Platformer, Strategy, Simulation, RPG, MMO, Visual Novel, Casual games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Games research student</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Strategy, Simulation, RPG, MMO, Visual Novel, Casual games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Puzzle, Casual games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Strategy, Simulation, RPG, MMO, Visual Novel, Casual games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Games research student</td>
<td>Less than every 3 month</td>
<td>Music, Strategy, Simulation, RPG, MMO, Visual Novel, Casual games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Several times a week</td>
<td>Casual games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Several times a week</td>
<td>MOBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Former professional esports player</td>
<td>Several times a week</td>
<td>Strategy, FPS, MOBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Games research</td>
<td>Several times a week</td>
<td>RPG, Indie games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P19</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Several times a month</td>
<td>RPG, Adventure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Participants’ demographics information and game preferences. *Please note that we do not disclose specific occupation and nationality of participants to ensure their anonymity.

When are players reflecting?
Participants' accounts broadly mirrored Schön’s notions of reflection-on-action and reflection-in-action [41]. For instance, in terms of on-action, after playing Quake Live, P17 would, while about to fall asleep, “think about how differently I could have played. I think these moments are kind of a replay in mind, when I’m not playing” (M, 26). Additionally, several players also referred to reflecting during play, that is, in-action, e.g., “During the game, of course I will reflect on it. Because I’m told to think. Because this is what the [puzzle adventure] game is there to do for me” (P9, F, 35). However, the distinction could become somewhat blurred. For example, P7 highlights jumping from play to consulting an external resource as and when required:

“If I was playing [World of Warcraft] I’d have the wiki in the background. And then I’d have the white page open. I’d be on it the minute I needed them.” (F, 29)

In addition, many participants did not provide explicit details about when particular instances of reflection occurred. In the following example P3 mentions reflecting with friends on Monster Hunter, where this could have occurred during and/or after play:

“So, yeah, we were like four people playing this. We were sometimes reflecting together about strategies or
new weapons and tactics against the monsters and so on. And I also searched strategies on the internet and I’ve reflected also at home.” (P3, M, 22)

Similar to the findings of Mols et al. on everyday reflection [39], some participants explained that “I keep just thinking about things, just randomly they keep popping into my head. Like “Huh, that was really interesting” (P11, F, 22), while others specifically referred to thinking about gameplay when they were in bed (e.g., P17, P9). In contrast, P4 explained that she had started thinking about gameplay only after she set out to design her own game:

“Before it was like “oh, yeah, that was cool” I never stopped and thought about why it was cool until I had to design something that I wanted to be fun myself.” (F, 25)

**Player reactions to reflection**

**Enjoying reflection**

Many participants seemed to enjoy the process of reflection, noting that it added depth to their experience of playing a game:

“I definitely prefer games where it’s not clear-cut, because I like stories, and I like thinking. I like it when a game presents you with a decision and you’re like: Actually, hold on! That feels wrong to me to do.” (P7, F, 29)

Many saw this sort of reflection as a natural part of engaging with any form of media, e.g., “I really like thinking and talking about it with people […] when I consume media, I just enjoy reflecting on it. That’s really what I like doing. [...] The same happens to me with games” (P11, F, 22).

For others, they appreciated how games were able to introduce them to new concepts and ideas:

“Gaming exposed me to worlds, to ideas, to concepts that my parents tried to shield me from. Now with a lot of parents that’s a good thing. A lot of children can’t handle that. Me personally, I happen to be a very cerebral. I like to think a lot about different things.” (P8, M, 33)

In addition, P4 reported that it took her a while to enjoy figuring out puzzles in the Zelda games but this was something she eventually found satisfying:

“When I was little I just asked my brother for help, and he’d say ‘No, figure it out yourself’ [...] As I became older, figuring out by myself would become a point of pride and I would refuse to look up the solution online.” (P4, F, 25)

**Struggling with reflection**

However, some participants did struggle a little to come up with examples of times where they had been more thoughtful about gameplay:

“The games I play are not sort of deep in any way, so it’s not like I go away speculating about the wonders of the world or the merits of the Viking civilisation after having played Civilization.” (P2, M, 45)

A small number of participants stated that they did not really reflect about games, e.g., “I don’t know if I played games that really made me think deeply about something. I guess not” (P14, F, 21), but yet still managed to come up with examples of times when they had done so, e.g., “what made me think with Pokemon was… I can never do it [referring to the Pokemon narrative], I can’t just leave home and just go with my Pokemon ‘Bye mom, I will be back or maybe not” (P14, F, 21).

Others also reported feeling somewhat conflicted, especially when thinking about difficult decisions:

“To wield that kind of power, I mean, which is exactly why I play games like that. Where else could you do stuff like that, if not in a game? But I always have it in the back of my mind. This utilitarian philosophy stuff then comes back to me: Which is worth more? What’s the outcome? And I don’t like that [...] precisely because I’ve got this power. I think so much about it. And then I can’t *not* think about it. It doesn’t mean I have to like these decisions.” (P10, M, 27)

**Levels and Foci of Reflection**

In the following we describe the different levels of reflection we observed in the data, moving from non-reflective description to transformative reflection [19]. Where relevant, we also indicate how the foci of reflection were coded as relating to gameplay, game design, gaming practices, or making parallels between the game and the real world.

**R0: Non-reflective description**

Chunks which involved participants describing their experience or certain events without further explanation or evaluation were coded as non-reflective description [17, 18]. This was one of the most common categories, where participants often described the minutiae of gameplay or their gaming practices but without providing any evidence of reflective thought: “There’s no weapons, there’s no action. There’s nothing you can really do except walk and experience what the game has to offer” (P8, M, 33). Other instances of non-reflective description covered rather general statements about how participants approached certain games: “I’m more of the type that if the dialogues are too long I just click through and it’s not something that I particularly invest time in.” (P2, M, 45).

Many participants also described reminiscing, through sharing in-jokes with friends (P3, P8, P9, P19) or when going about daily life, e.g., P19 suggests she occasionally thinks about playing Sims 3 “in a daydream sort of way. You know, maybe ‘Ok, I’m gonna get home and maybe I’ll make her cheat on someone’” (F, 32).

Similarly, there was also evidence of games creating a lingering effect through providing powerful experiences, e.g., “Aeris’ death [in Final Fantasy VII]. Oh my God, that hit! Traumatized me! I was crying for days” (P8, M, 33). However, while it is clear these experiences resonated with players on an emotional level, they rarely led to more involved reflection:

“Like some of the love stories (in role-playing games). They were the things that made you think. Maybe make
you said as well. You get caught up in that. It just stays with you [...] It’s just ‘Wow that was a great experience!’ and you’re kind of attached to it. But there’s no serious consideration involved.’ (P13, M, 32)

Some instances of non-reflective description implied that participants had actually reflected on gameplay at the time their experience had taken place, but without providing any elaboration on the nature of their thoughts within the interview. For instance, P5 described her struggle when making a final decision in Life is Strange:

“I think it took me more than an hour. I thought about it. Then I stopped. I let the game run, but I got up and did something else. I came back, I still couldn’t decide, then I started browsing the internet for what other people did and what the repercussions are. And I still couldn’t decide.” (P5, F, 29)

In a similar example, P7 described how she discussed possible gameplay strategies with another player, though she did not provide any insight into the reasoning involved in the process:

“We’d use to discuss strategies, especially when we’ve been working... We’ve been trying those against a big boss. It would be the third attempt or something. What you could be trying, and what are the different variations we can try.” (P7, F, 29)

R1: Reflective description

According to Fleck [17, 18, 19], the lowest level of reflection entails description accompanied by some form of reasoning, but with limited analysis and no exploration of alternate explanations. Similar to [18], we observed a variety of reflective description across four different sub-types.

R1.1 Description and explanation

By far the most commonly observed type of reflection, participants’ descriptions were accompanied by explanations they seemed already aware of prior to reflecting [17, 18], that is, almost as though they were factual, with “because” being a common verbal marker. These often regarded gameplay deliberations. For instance, P16 elaborated on why he enjoyed the gameplay in League of Legends.

“There is not one perfect strategy, you need to adapt every time and I think this is what makes it so addictive as well. Because you try to become better, you try out different things. There is not one perfect way.” (P16, M, 29)

In another example, P6 explained his play strategy in Football Manager:

“Rather than going for a reputable player... With the young stars, once you discover one it’s much easier to transfer them, because they cost little and it’s easy to train them.”(P6, M, 28)

Many examples of reflective description also concerned participants’ gaming practices, such as P4, who explained why she was wary of playing Super Smash Bros with certain people:

“Competitive games can be fun for me. But they also really stress me out sometimes because, say, if I’m in room full of guys and playing Super Smash Bros with them, I feel like I’m getting some sort of stereotype threat. I’m afraid that I have to represent my gender.” (P4, F, 25)

R1.2 Description and theory

In contrast to the aforementioned examples, some participants seemed more unsure about the reasons for why they played certain games (more than others) or why a game had left a lasting impression on them, but provided tentative explanations. Typical verbal indicators included “maybe” or “I don’t know”. Overall, this type of reflection was much rarer. Both instances below illustrate an example of this type of reflection that focuses on gaming practice, while the second also considers aspects of game design.

“I continued playing Beez for more than 10 years. But other games only for a half year, or at most 3 years. I don’t know why... I think it is already one part of my life.” (P12, F, 59)

“I really don’t know. I’ve been wondering this myself, because something is obviously different [between digital and pen and paper RPGs]. The only thing I can think of is that in pen and paper you’re completely in charge of your character and in games the character is usually pre-designed.” (P5, F, 29)

R1.2 also encompassed players interpreting a game’s themes or narrative, but usually in very broad strokes.

“I don’t tend to go into details (while thinking about INSIDE), but it’s definitely a game that makes you... question... I think a key theme is about humans meddling with life.” (P1, M, 38)

R1.3 Evaluation

Participants also often evaluated their experience of gameplay, sometimes simply in terms of what they liked about it: “I used to be involved in a raiding group. It was the thing that I enjoyed the most about the game.” (P7, F, 29). Or when evaluating their own gameplay decisions and performance: “I tried to help him and that turned out quite horribly [...] I tried to do something nice and I tried to be clever at the same time, and that wasn’t that good of an idea.” (P10, M, 27). In a few instances, some participants also evaluated the design of a game, but with only limited analysis of what made it noteworthy: “[Her Story] was more an open-ended exploration and somehow more intellectual, I guess. And I think that was quite challenging and and a nice form of overall structure of a game.” (P2, M, 45).

R1.4 Storytelling

Longer chunks tended to contain multiple instances of reflective and non-reflective description, with participants progressing through chains of descriptions, explanations and evaluations. Fleck refers to these instances as ’storytelling’ [17, 18]. For example, P19 reflected on her experiences of playing Heavy Rain in terms of both its gameplay and game design:

“So you know the way characters go off into different stories based on the choices you made for them [R0 description]. As I’m quite interested in that kind of character development, which obviously with something like...
Sims is quite limited [R1.1 explanation], because there is only so far you can get in terms of their characters [R1.3 evaluation]. Whereas in Heavy Rain, what was interesting... What kind of did it for me [R1.3 evaluation]: There was a moment in the game where I thought my character is gonna die and I freaked out and tried to get out of it and save it at that moment. And I lost it. I lost the game. Basically. I’d saved over [R0 description]. I did something stupid [R1.3 evaluation].” (P19, F, 32)

In another instance, after describing her experience with the BioShock series, P9 went on to theorise about why the games had been so impactful for her, but also provided an evaluation of game design with respect to the series’ writing:

“My theory about this is that these stories and these games come from people who know this is hard [R1.2 theory]. They’re trying to get emotional responses from emotions that they themselves had [R1.2 theory]. [...] Even if you’re trying to write crap, it still comes from your own experience of crap [...] And I don’t have any proof of that. Just a hunch [R1.2 theory]. Because I do catch glimpses of humanity in these stories [R1.3 evaluation]. How can you write about something so well [R1.3 evaluation] if you haven’t gone through it? [R1.1 explanation]” (P9, F, 35)

R2: Dialogical reflection

Dialogical reflection goes beyond reflective description, as it entails looking for relationships between instances of experience, consideration of alternative explanations and perspectives, as well as cycles of questioning, hypothesising and interpreting [17, 18, 19]. While all participants had reported instances of reflective and non-reflective description, dialogical reflection was not as common. Dialogical reflection sometimes focused on gameplay where participants mentally revisited previous experiences to figure out how to progress or improve in a game. For example, while attempting to solve a puzzle, P9 recalled a previous scene she had witnessed in Gabriel Knight, from which she deduced the puzzle’s solution:

“...If you water down the point of Phantasmagoria... Don’t get freaked out next time you’re having an argument, ok? It’s just an adult part of life. It doesn’t mean your father is going to turn into a demon and shove giblets down your mom’s throat. But it does also mean that these things do happen.” (P8, M, 33)

In another instance, P5, a clinical psychologist, commented on how Depression Quest afforded her an opportunity to experience the illness from a patient’s point of view:

“It’s really hard to get into the shoes of somebody, who is suffering from depression. [...] I think Depression Quest gets you to feel these things a bit. Which is different from just reading [clinical] criteria. And it’s allowed, because when you’re with the patient you shouldn’t identify with them. Because that’s not your place, your place is to do diagnostics or to do therapy.” (P5, F, 29)

R3: Transformative reflection

Transformative reflection is defined as revisiting an event with the intent to change one’s behavior, gain new insights, or reconsider personal assumptions [19, 44]. Similar to previous work on evaluating reflection [17, 18, 22], we observed very few instances of transformative reflection. Participants rarely indicated that playing games had brought about personal change or new insights, with some instead emphasising that games had not really affected them on a fundamental level:

“Just these specific moments within a game that burn into your brain and get revived every once in a while when something similar happens [...] When I go to a forest which reminds me of this game that had terrible graphics, but that made me feel good back in the day. But as a person, I wouldn’t say that it affected me that much.” (P13, M, 32; R1.4 storytelling)

However, in one example of transformative reflection, P7 recounted how only after playing and relating the mechanics of a game about mindfulness to real life obstacles (i.e., making parallels to real life through dialogic reflection), she had a new understanding of the difficulties surrounding being mindful in practice (i.e., conceptual transformation):

“I think it made me more aware actually of how hard it is to be mindful. How hard it is to concentrate on things like your breathing when you’ve got everything else going on. I think the game with the rowing encouraged you to breathe in line with it, and you’d have all those obstacles. I think that the obstacles would be like everything else that would be going on in your life, when you’re trying to concentrate on your breathing. Afterwards I was able to see that relation, how difficult it is actually to just
focus the mind on solely on your breathing. And not be distracted.” (P7, F, 29)

In another example illustrating how transformative reflection builds upon dialogical reflection (this time on gaming practice), P3 reported becoming increasingly aware of how playing League of Legends was affecting him negatively, suggesting he eventually learned to become more non-reactive to offending players, as well as in other aspects of his life:

“But with time I thought I won’t see this guy anymore. I will never see him. So, I’m just wasting my time and wasting my emotions and I’m just getting stressed for nothing. And I think that was the time I stopped getting angry. I actually learned something there. Also in reality... Life was easier for me because there are so many things which can make you angry and get stressed from.” (P3, M, 22)

**Absence of R4: Critical reflection**

Similar to previous work on analysing reflection [18, 22], we did not observe any evidence of critical reflection. While some players did not reflect that they could have done differently, there was little evidence to suggest that they had reflected on their actions or attitudes within these contexts. That is, little to no transformation had taken place. For instance, though the following excerpt concerns ethical questions, the quote is actually an example of dialogical reflection. While P11 does consider different viewpoints, these are related purely to the narrative of the game (rather than real-life societal considerations) and it seems the experience did not influence her beliefs on the topic in any fundamental way, as indicated by her dismissing the game design as ‘hamfisted’ and ‘trying to be somewhat deep’:

“The kids break into the shadow-selfs and steal away their distorted desires. It’s really hamfisted, but still [Persona 5] asks you: ‘Is this okay?’ Yeah, you’re making them a better person and you’re creating less harm. But you’re doing it in a way where the only people you’re asking for consent is yourself [...] It makes you reflect if anarchism is okay in a society that says it’s not [...] it tries to be somewhat deep, but it’s also very in your face with everything.” (P11, F, 22)

**DISCUSSION**

Recent work has discussed the potential of games as ‘reflection machines’ [34, 37], yet players’ actual experiences of reflection have received relatively little attention. Hence, we set out to explore players’ day-to-day reflective experiences, as well as what benefits, if any, they derive thereof. Our study is also the first to apply Fleck and Fitzpatrick’s [19] levels of reflection framework to games, showcasing its value in assessing the types of reflection players experience. Our interviews revealed that players not only reflect during and around play, but that for many participants, games prompt them to reflect both during and around play, allowing for critical reflection. The higher levels of reflection outlined by in the framework [17, 18, 19].

In the following, we discuss the different ways in which players reflected, both with regards to levels and foci of reflection. In addition to considering what players gain from their reflective experiences, we consider the implications our findings may hold for our understanding and the evaluation of reflection in games.

First, many participants reported reflecting on gameplay, both within and outside of play, providing further support that players not only form strategies in-action [28], but also on-action to overcome gameplay breakdowns. Specifically, players provided reflective descriptions, where they evaluated their in-game performance, or engaged in dialogic reflection, where they consciously revisited their past gameplay experiences to hypothesise how to solve puzzles or consider what they could have done differently. These activities relate closely to Baumer’s notion of inquiry [3], whereby ideas are formed, evaluated, and re-examined. In fact, while only one of our participants had played games professionally, many of the others showed a willingness to reflect in this way to improve their skills and progress within a game. These findings provide evidence for how reflection can be a key part of gameplay and the player experience.

Second, participants’ reflection also extended beyond a particular instance of play where they considered their own gaming practice (such as how often they play and in what contexts) and aspects of game design. With respect to gaming habits and preferences, these tended to involve description and explanation, and occasionally related to transformation if change occurred as a result, e.g., playing less due to feeling agitated after playing a specific game. In relation to game design, the examples indicated that players clearly appreciated thinking more about a game in terms of considering how it was created and reflecting on the game’s narrative or the designer behind it. We argue the gain here relates to extending the initial gameplay experience and enriching it by engaging in reflective description and dialogic reflection. This was especially the case when participants felt that the game subverted conventional game tropes (e.g., INSIDE), linking to Baumer’s notion of breakthroughs of expectation [3]. Similarly, as posited by Khaled [33], some players appreciated when games were not clear-cut or did not provide any explicit objectives, and instead invited them to stop and think.

Third, seemingly counter to the claim that games are particularly well suited to facilitating transformative [44] and critical reflection [33], we observed very few instances of transformative and critical reflection in our study. Some participants even explicitly stated that (reflecting on and because of) games had not affected them personally. However, this is not altogether surprising, as higher-level reflection is considered exceedingly rare [19], and previous work within HCI also reported little to no evidence of transformative and critical reflection [17,
Moreover, several participants did report that games prompted them to draw parallels to real life, and even reflect on ethical and societal matters. There are similarities here to the concept of the ‘morally reflective player’ who, during play, ‘factors moral considerations into their decision-making’ ([20], p. 213). Though there was some evidence that players engaged in this sort of process by considering the ethical nature of their actions (e.g., P10’s grappling with utilitarian philosophy), this was rarely extended outside the confines of the game. Thus, while these reflective experiences were rarely transformative with respect to players’ beliefs or behaviour, they did indicate fairly involved forms of (dialogical) reflection, where participants connected their in-game experiences to the real world [33]. This parallels how other forms of entertainment, such as movies, are appreciated for their ability to allow people to “link the content to the viewers’ own lives, or to their understanding of the world at large” ([2], p. 125).

Additionally, our research suggests that it would be misleading to conflate levels and foci of reflection. While players reflected on ethical and societal issues, and drew real life parallels, this was rarely to the extent that it resulted in enduring transformation of their beliefs or behaviour. In contrast, a few participants did seem to engage in prolonged and relatively involved reflection on certain topics (e.g., a specific game’s design, how they felt during and after gameplay), which, while not related to global matters, did give way to new insights (e.g., the difficulties of being mindfult and sometimes even personal transformation (e.g., becoming less reactive to stressful situations in-game and in real life).

However, the findings also raise the question whether higher levels of reflection are to be considered ‘more desirable’ design outcomes for games. Baumer [3] cautions against simply focusing on reflection per se, and stresses the importance of considering what role reflection plays in the contexts in which it occurs and what benefits it provides. Arguably, the conceptualisation of transformative and critical reflection as higher-level forms of reflection [19] might entice one in thinking that reflection in games should ideally result in something ‘more’ (e.g., behaviour change, re-considering one’s beliefs, becoming more aware of societal biases, etc.) [4]. However, while much work within HCI and games has focused on reflection as a means to promote learning or behaviour change [4, 24, 37], our analysis illustrates that many players value reflection on games in and of itself.

Lastly, some participants simply enjoyed reminiscing about past gameplay experiences, on their own or through bonding with friends. In line with previous research [5], several participants referred to emotionally resonant experiences as being particularly memorable. However, these instances rarely connected to reflective thought, supporting notions within HCI [4, 19] that reminiscing, while important, does not constitute reflection. Though previous work on serious experience [37] and reflective game design [33] has theorised that lingering and memorable gaming experiences can promote critical reflection, our findings suggest that these sorts of experiences do not guarantee it. Additionally, we also saw examples where players explicitly struggled with the process of reflection or were somewhat dismissive of the examples they provided by suggesting it was not something they normally did, or that it was not that ‘deep’. As suggested by Schön [41] and previous research on serious experience and ethical gameplay [27, 43], players also need to be willing to engage with games in a more in-depth way in order to experience more critical forms of thought.

Evaluating reflection on games

In applying the levels of reflection framework [17, 18, 19], it was possible for us to (1) identify evidence of reflective thought in players’ accounts, (2) distinguish it more clearly from non-reflective forms of thinking (e.g., when going into a ‘real’ forest made P13 reminisce about exploring game forests), as well as (3) differentiate between levels of reflection. In so doing, our study highlights that the approach is a promising tool for evaluating reflection on games. For instance, rather than assess whether a game lingers with players [37] or ‘how much’ reflection an individual experiences [3], the levels of reflection framework might contribute to assessing serious experience in a more nuanced manner [27].

That being said, we encountered several challenges when evaluating the sorts of reflection players experienced from games. First as argued before, one should be mindful of equating evidence of higher-level reflection with a game being ‘more successful’ at prompting reflection (see also [3]), and instead also take the content of players’ reflection into consideration. Relatedly, the framework in itself does not help ascertain what players reflected on. Recall, however, that Fleck’s approach was based on research on reflection in teaching [17, 18, 19], not games. Our coding scheme provides a starting point for future work on the foci of players’ reflection, but would likely benefit from revisions and/or expansions given the research context. For instance, when evaluating emotionally moving game experiences, reflection on difficult decisions and personal ideals seem likely foci [5, 6].

Moreover, evidence of a particular level of reflection is determined by how well participants are able to articulate their experiences. Hence, evaluating reflection proved particularly difficult with participants who tended not to verbalise much, or those who were quick to dismiss their gaming experiences as not being particularly deep. Also, while all our participants were recruited on the condition of being fluent in English, many were not native speakers. Thus, varying language and cultural influences may have impacted the ways in which each articulated their reflective experiences. Additionally, Fleck stresses that the evaluation approach and the framework it is based on, may miss or misattribute reflection, which could explain why levels beyond dialogic reflection were so rarely observed in previous work [17, 18, 22], as well as our own study. Note, however, that these difficulties are not just limited to the present approach, but related to any attempt at capturing reflection [4, 18], as evaluation methods can only provide indirect evidence of reflection and may not accurately capture people’s ability to reflect [49]. Future work on evaluating reflection in games might thus benefit from implementing or even combining different theories and frameworks of reflection on experience, such as Baumer’s dimensions of refl-
tive informatics [3], the scaffolding components of reflective practicum outlined by Slovák et al. [44], or Khaled’s qualities of reflective game design [33].

Limitations and Future Work
In contrast to Fleck’s work on evaluating reflection on experience [18], where participants first revisited their teaching experience through SenseCam prior to being interviewed, our participants were retrospectively interviewed—sometimes long after they had played the games they mentioned. It is therefore likely that their accounts were not as detailed as if we had interviewed them shortly after their experiences. Indeed, we observed instances of non-reflective description that clearly hinted at players having reflected at the time but which were not articulated during the interview. The retrospective interview format may have also prompted our participants to reflect more generally on certain issues such as how gaming exposed them to new ideas. Indeed, it could be argued that retrospective interviews constitute by definition a form of ‘revisiting experiences with explanation’ [19]. Following Fleck’s study [18], future work might therefore explore how player reflection occurs immediately after gameplay, or through the use of prompting with images or recordings of previous gameplay (similar to the SenseCam study).

On the other hand, there may be advantages to ensuring that some time has passed since the initial gameplay experience, as reflective thought takes time to occur [35], especially for more involved forms of reflection [18]. Perhaps an immediate follow-up interview might have missed out on certain aspects of reflective experiences, as “there are only so many fundamental changes in perspective that it would be meaningful to make in a short period of time” ([18], p. 448). Moreover, while our study cannot make any claims on whether lingering experiences facilitate (higher-level) reflection [27, 33, 37], it seems that at least some reflective experiences appear to resonate with players over time, as suggested by participants being able to recount specific examples of particular games and experiences which they had reflected on in the past.

The interview format also made it sometimes difficult to clearly distinguish between participants’ accounts of reflection in-action and on-action, although it became apparent that they often seemed to reinforce each other (e.g., trying to solve a puzzle while playing, coming up with the solution outside of playing, then applying the solution). Taking a cue from previous work looking into how reflection-in-action comes about during gameplay [29], future work might hence endeavour to investigate how the moment-to-moment player experience shapes reflection-on-action, how this develops outside of play over time, and how it may feed back into play and affect subsequent reflection-in-action.

One feature of reflection that was not necessarily emphasised in the data set was the role that taking a step back can play. Previous work suggests that critical forms of reflection require a break from immersion [21, 34] and generally occurs outside the diegesis of the game [12]. In our study there were several examples of players progressing after reflecting on-action (e.g., while in bed), and one participant even had to ‘stop’ playing and ‘think’ in order to be able to make a decision in Life is Strange—but this sort of ‘distance’ was rarely mentioned explicitly. In educational games, reflection is often supported by a debriefing session, which is seen as necessary for ensuring that the play experience can be translated into learning outcomes [11, 12]. Similarly, Slovák et al. [44] highlight the importance of scaffolding, and note that while it is considered integral to reflective practice, it is often overlooked in HCI research on reflection.

Finally, it would be misleading to conclude that games do not prompt higher-level critical reflection, just because we did not observe this in our study. Recall that our participants reported mainly on (mainstream) entertainment games, with arguably few games that were designed with the explicit intent to prompt critical reflection (notable exceptions being perhaps the mindfulness game and Depression Quest). If anything, our findings showcase that players do theorise about what messages might be conveyed through game design, and that they do draw parallels between games and their own real life experiences through engaging in dialogic reflection. Hence, more research is required on how people respond to games specifically designed for transformational or critical reflection, especially in terms of comparing players that are inclined to enjoy doing so and those that are not. Perhaps more importantly, future work can investigate how game design [34] or the particular gaming contexts [46] may promote higher levels of reflection, and whether this results in different experiences or enduring transformation.

CONCLUSION
Despite the amount of attention reflection has received in HCI, it has rarely been examined within the context of digital games. Through developing themes and applying the levels of reflection framework, our analysis provides evidence for the variety of reflective experiences that result from playing games, while also indicating that higher-levels of reflection are less common within people’s day-to-day gaming experiences. Reflection can occur both during and outside of play, ranging from a focus on gameplay to how a game relates to the world outside of it. In addition, many players consider their gaming reflections to be worthwhile in and of themselves, furthering our understanding of the player experience and how this can extend beyond the instance of play. Finally, we have argued that the levels of reflection should not be conflated with the foci or benefits of reflection, something that will be especially important to consider when creating and evaluating games designed to support reflection.
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